
Subject: Year 10 Mandarin Textbook Edexcel GCSE Chinese
Topic: Unit 1 – I like... Unit 2 – Chinese families Unit 3 –My friends
Unit 4 –Hobbies Unit 5 – When I was young...
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Nouns are in red
Verbs are in blue

Adjectives are in green
Other phrases in purple
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Homework this half term - to help prepare for your  end of topic assessment.

Grammar Points:

1. The use of !(more)

eg:"#$%&'()!*+(She stayed in France for more than a month.)

2. The use of ,-. (when)

eg:/0,-.1233456+(When I am eating, I often watch TV)

3. Subject + time + verb

eg:7789:;<+(Mum gets up at 6.30am.)

4. Time + manner + place

eg:2=>?@ABCDEF+(I come to school by bus everyday.)

5. The use ofGHHGHH (both... and...)

eg:2IJ2,KLGMNGOP+(It think my friend is both pretty and intelligent. )

6. The use of!……!…… (both... and...)
eg:2IJ2,KLGMNGOP"(It think my friend is both pretty and intelligent.)

7. Yes/ no questions

eg:Q=>RS4T45UV(Do you watch TV or not every day?)

8. Time/ action: a point in time always comes before the action.

eg:7789WX+(Mum comes home at 6 o’clock.)



Homework this half term - to help prepare for your  end of topic assessment.

Grammar Points:

9. The use of TYHZ[H(not only... but also...)

eg:2TY\]^_1Z[\]`a+(Not only I like fishing, but I also like hiking.)

Speaking questions:
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For your end of unit assessment you will take a quiz under timed conditions on all content from this module.

TASK 1: learn all module 1 vocab from Knowledge Organizer. 

TASK 2: learn and create a short conversations about yourself in Mandarin. 

TASK 3: learn and express your opinions using correct conjunction words. 

TASK 4: create a short conversation to ask about you, your family and your friends.



Homework this half term - to help prepare for your  end of topic assessment.

Review:
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